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Slovenia is considering building a second nuclear power plant in the next 10-15 years, "if no other, better
option to generate electricity becomes feasible in this period." It is quite obvious that this cautious wording
is used in the official government plan because of sensitivity of public towards nuclear energy and potential
political feedback.

The Nuclear Training Centre was established in 1989 as an organizational unit of Jožef Stefan Institute. Its
main mission was - and still is - the initial, theoretical training of NPP operators. Over the years, this
mission was complemented by an increasingly intensive activity in public information. The core of this
activity is the Information centre which was set up in the basement of the Training Centre in 1993 and
which received the 100.000 t h visitor in May 2007.

Public information of the Nuclear Training Centre is based of live lectures, visit of the permanent exhibition,
demonstration laboratory, printed materials and web page. A selected group of visitors is also polled each
year on the topic of nuclear energy. The poll is performed before the visit in order to receive unbiased
opinion. We are aware that the results of these polls are not representative for general public in Slovenia,
but to some extent they do reflect public opinion and, even more important, they can be used to monitor
changes over the years and also to serve as a guide to information activities. This year we have also
started to follow the reports on nuclear energy in the media: what are the topics that media report most,
how do they report and in which types of media these reports appear.

The paper will describe the results of public opinion polls in the last year and their comparison with the
results of polls in the previous years, as well as their comparison with a recent Eurobarometer poll on
nuclear safety. Furthermore, analysis of media coverage will be presented. All these data are considered in
estimating the strong and the weak points of communication of nuclear issues to general public.
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